
 

Alice becomes Vitamin and launches closed beta 

Berlin, 2 August 2021 – Today, Alice, the fintech for women founded earlier this 
year, becomes Vitamin. The name change, new brand, and new website herald 
the start of the official product launch. 

"Alice as a name was originally a spur-of-the-moment inspiration. After hundreds 
of conversations with women about their financial goals, desires and needs, we 
have refined our direction on how we will help women take control of their 
financial futures. And that's what we will now do under the Vitamin brand," 
explains Andrea Fernandez, co-founder and CEO at Vitamin. 

Launch of closed beta, available to all in Q4 of 2021 

After a pre-seed round led by Cavalry Ventures and a group of well-known female 
angels earlier this year, Vitamin is launching its closed beta, which marks the 
beginning of the company’s product launch. Vitamin will be available to the 
general public from Q4 of 2021.  Until then, users will have the opportunity to find 
out their "Investor Personality" through a test on the website, try out the basics of 
investing, and learn about many financial topics through Vitamin’s new courses. 

Vitamin for strong financial futures 

Vitamin gives women the guidance and tools they need to upgrade to the next 
level of their financial journey. Whether they want to put their money to work or 
take their first step, Vitamin is by their side. Vitamin is the supportive companion 
that brings clarity, understands individual goals, and works towards a future of 
financial confidence for all women. 

"In Germany, only about 13% of women are investing. It's time to change that, so 
we are taking a stand for women. At Vitamin, we use our voice to guide, inspire 
and energise. We changed our name to be fully aligned to our mission of  



 

powering strong financial futures for all women by helping them to take care of 
their finances. Vitamin stands for an active engagement in one’s financial life and 
a long-term approach focused on investing for the future," says Andrea 
Fernandez. 

About Vitamin 
Vitamin was founded in 2021 by Andrea Fernandez and Artyom Chelbayev. 
Vitamin is the app for strong financial futures. It gives women the guidance and 
tools they need to create momentum, upgrade to the next level of their financial 
journey and achieve their savings and investing goals. Vitamin is supported by 
the following investors: Cavalry Ventures, Berlin Ventures, Verena (Fox & Sheep, 
Ada) and Philipp Pausder (Thermondo), Lea-Sophie Cramer (Amorelie), Emma 
Tracey (Honeypot), Doreen Huber (Lemoncat), Kerstin Schiefelbein (Cobranded 
Studio) and Lara Von Tippelskirch (Glossybox). 

Press contact: press@joinvitamin.com 
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